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Abstract—Information systems are evolving: IoT devices and Cyber-physical systems (CPS) impact on the security of assets and people in the real world. Old cybersecurity approaches, which focused on seeing humans "as a problem", could be substitute by new paradigms of seeing humans "as a solution". Therefore, consumers awareness will be one of the building blocks, as well as initiative that aim to create a set of standardized security metrics that can evaluate the security of systems. In order to do that, researchers need to study which are the essential factors that our future metrics should focus on. In this paper we analyzed this problem over CPS while assuming the consumer perspective. We summarize the state of the art in security metrics and advocate the need for a research effort aimed at taking the field to a new level of formal soundness and practical usability by considering interdisciplinary implications on cybersecurity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IoT devices are spreading around the world and consumer electronics (CE) are more and more popular in the society. With such a fast growth, ransomware and malware attacks are increasing fast [1], so there is a need to understand how security and privacy are affected and which are the risks associated with these devices. Security concerns represent one of the most important barriers to the adoption of large-scale IoT deployments. The consumer electronic community, until now, focused on technological cybersecurity, seeing humans “as a problem”, whereas some studies [2] suggest to follow a more human-centered approach even if difficult to define.

We studied this problem over Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), that “integrate sensing, computation, control and networking into physical objects and infrastructure, connecting them to the Internet and to each other”, which are the core of current research and innovation activities1. They are ubiquitous, taking advantage of IoT devices and involve spheres not limited to production activities but also contexts directly affecting human well-being such as transports, environment, and health. Their complexity calls for an increasing adoption of automation, both in terms of intelligent, autonomic operation of single subsystems, and their orchestration at the infrastructural level.


Algorithms drive the activation and configuration of components, as well as their interconnection and interaction with the physical world. They make decisions taking into account functional requirements, system and network parameters, and measurements from sensors. Security properties are not factored among these features with the same effectiveness, essentially because their evaluation is hardly structured and objectively distilled in quantitative terms.

In this context, consumers can be seen as the division of the company that decides which CPS to adopt: How would a measurable security knowledge about the system influence the choice? To address the current concerns about security, an ambitious initiative introduced in Europe is to reach standardized security metrics, that comes from the analysis of aggregate data overtime. But what properties should they consider? How they address the complexity of the problem?

We claim that to guarantee fundamental rights to safety of individuals and consumers, in a society facing the widespread adoption of CPS, research should achieve a structured, formal modeling of security properties encompassing all of the relevant disciplines. The model should define metrics that must be implemented as a part of the automated operation of CPS, to assess the compliance of security properties with expected requirements, both in real time then as a prediction of the outcome of changes.

To analyze the topic, this paper starts with a short introduction on the effects of having more awareness about cybersecurity for users and consumers. Then, it introduces security metrics, giving a summary of the state of the art in that field applied to CPS, to outline the gaps in current literature. Finally, it talks about characteristic that metrics should have to reach a multi-faceted results, towards the definition of a more complete and applicable view of the subject, analyzing the impact on consumers and different disciplines.

II. AWARENESS AND STATE OF THE ART

A. Consumer Awareness

Cybersecurity awareness depends on various factors, personality included [3], so it can vary a lot among heterogeneous consumers that could often trade security and privacy for convenience. One example of reactions to data breaches overall [4], shows that 51% of their respondents reported they “Changed password or PIN” after receiving the notification, from which 24% “Closed or Switched Account” and 24%
“Became More Diligent”. The 22% “Took no Action”. The study shows that often customers are not aware of the impact of the data breach, maybe due to the economic relevance of the account [5].

Another interesting work is [6], where a survey results in majority of people following bad practises such as personal information on passwords or opening unknown email or links. That lead to almost 80% of them being victim of phishing emails and infected by malware, changing behaviour and showing higher degree of concern only after the incident. On another survey [7], participants indicate theft as the bigger cyberthreats, whereas phishing and cyber stalking rely only in the minority (from 1 to 2%) even if expert suggest that one of the most important security vulnerabilities is phishing. Also, the majority thinks that the steps needed to protect their online security and privacy is too overwhelming to think about, even if 57% of them personally experienced a cyber-attack.

Another interesting survey is the one in [8], that analyzes aspects of consumers experience with home IoT, participants express high concern about weak password and unsecured wifi password, desiring to have feature for more security, like an assistant for authentication.

Then, how would an increased security awareness from consumers affect the adoption of IoT technology? Traditionally it was believed that the more awareness, the less users are prone to the adoption, but work as [9] seems to show a weak, but not negative, impact on the rate of adoption of this technology. Instead, having users not aware of the problematic, with the majority of them not currently concerned and implicitly trust their devices, implies that only manufacturers can address such security issues.

Of course there is no purely technical solution to make systems secure, and for these reasons user behaviour is still a critical attack vector. In [10] is reported that information security is heavily reliant on the behavior of individuals. Awareness is important, that’s why we claim the necessity of a security culture in our organizations [11] and society that have to start from early education.

Still, technical mechanisms are essential and consumers prefer to have them to help to deal with their security. Devices that show a clear view of their security level and how to use the features in correct ways could make great improvement to reach this goal. We argue that we need standard metrics that define a common way to evaluate them.

B. State of the Art on security metrics

The reasons for a systematic approach towards security metrics in CPS can be found in recent works such as [12], in which a test is performed to assess how well it can easily meet usable requirements. The results show coverage of almost all desired features, but no metric manages to completely cover all proposed challenges. The most critical gaps regards attack detection and the biggest concerns refer to the fact that the analyzed metrics do not consider dependencies and side effects in System of Systems contexts, mainly focusing on vulnerabilities and attacks.

Papers describing ways of evaluating metrics like [13] mainly deal with system properties, leaving the behaviour of the user mostly uncovered. Surveys were performed, such as [14], which compare many existing proposals regarding system security concluding that significant gaps between the available research results and the desirable metric properties exist. Such properties are sometimes defined with enough clarity for specific sub-fields, as it happens for security metrics for managing industrial automation control systems in the IEC 62443-1-3\(^2\) standard, which includes what features a good metric should contain.

Some reference texts that define and standardize metrics for measuring security in IT already exists, like ISO 27004\(^3\) and NIST 800-55\(^4\), but they focus on policies and processes, especially made for companies, rather than CPS. We argue that there is a lack of contextualization with currently available metrics.

Initiative like Cybersecurity Act [15] have the goal of establishing a cybersecurity certification framework. However, it has a high degree of heterogeneity of devices to consider, and the context of application may change a lot. For this reason, it can not be considered a fully reliable proposal.

The metrics that we are looking for needs to be

- **Efficient and cost-effective** to make the evaluation rapid, both at design time to avoid delaying of innovations in the market, and at operation time to make the evaluation useful for deployment and reconfiguration purposes.
- **Keeping in mind the need of an agile certification process**, because vulnerabilities can increase over time and the evaluation should be up-to-date during the life-cycle of devices.
- **Strike a trade-off between the complexity of the analysis and the need to show an understandable result** for consumers.

---

\(^1\)https://standards.globalspec.com/std/1671028/dsf-iec-62443-1-3
\(^3\)https://www.iso.org/standard/64120.html
\(^4\)https://standards.globalspec.com/std/1671028/dsf-iec-62443-1-3
- Focusing on the evaluation of the overall systems and not only single component separately, considering the connections and interaction between them.

Another regard considering the threat environment or not: attackers behaviour could be taken as a training field, getting more precise estimation of security or the amount of damage that a specific attack could produce. For example, if we compare two systems with the same vulnerability that, if exploited, could produce a relatively small damage in the first system but catastrophic in the second, can we say that one is more secure than the other? Should our metrics consider the impact of a possible attack? How to model the environment that metrics will consider?

There is not a simple answer, but we argue that an approach could be to mix environmental depending metrics with the others, developing a model of the environment that considers the involvement of the digital, physical and social worlds.

III. Security formalization effects

Defining a limited, known set of metrics and using it to evaluate systems could lead attackers to have a deeper initial knowledge about systems, gaining hints about which components could be more vulnerable. This suggests a question: is secrecy better or worse than disclosure on security issues? Security should not be dependent on secrecy, also because the disclosure of issues let people and companies take actions to improve defenses. So, in contrast with the intelligence side that is based on secrecy, the cybersecurity world is mainly focused on disclosure (e.g. the MITRE CVE classification) and the same principle applies to CPS.

The standardization of security metrics could allow a unified and reproducible view of security in CPS so that the consumer has a clear understanding about the level of security and can compare it with other systems, taking more precise decisions. In addition to bringing more awareness, defining metrics and making an automated assessment of the systems could also allow to understand what are exactly the vulnerabilities that lead to that security score and which countermeasures against attackers are missing.

Threat evaluation and risk analysis are the starting points to build a model linking measurable parameters of the CPS with its features, components, and operational conditions. The attack surface can change over time so that the “security score”, i.e. the output of the analysis, should be up-to-date. Where physical attributes are involved, e.g. printed QR codes that label components for asset management and for initialization of trust relationships, efficient ways should be devised to incorporate security checks on their validity. Freshness of checks must be enforced, as for example PKIs do by placing an expiration date in certificates.

Another implication would be on Cybersecurity Insurance (CI) that is a product, still on the exploring stage, that enable businesses and even consumers to mitigate the risk of cyber crime activity. Most common automated scans are usually based on already known vulnerabilities. Instead, being able to assess security of devices by standardized security metrics would give useful and precise information to CI traders, with comparable and consistent knowledge on the situation for more precise cost estimation. This could lead to less expensive CI for consumers and less risks for CI traders.

IV. Towards a multi-faceted result

The level of complexity reached by current IT systems makes it necessary to use heterogeneous metrics. The idea of a taxonomy of security metrics that could help bridging different sub-disciplines, is not new [16], yet it has not reached maturity.

Complexity brings also consumption related issues making sustainability and efficiency compelling. Let’s take the example of decision-making algorithms that drive autonomic sub-systems, as well as orchestrators that plan the (re)configuration of infrastructure: they need measurements of specific security properties, continuously available as input. To make this feasible, results should be given in a limited time and with minimum overhead.

Moreover, as we discussed, it’s not just a digital problem. The involvement of not only technical factors, in measuring the security of a system, opens new questions and creates new opportunities and needs for more research, to achieve a multi-faceted result. Especially in CPS that are implicated also in social risks and effect on personal well-being, we claim that it’s important to go beyond the analysis of technical characteristic of systems to consider interdisciplinary aspects.

Discrimination, constraints on freedoms, privacy loss [17] and any other physical or moral harm to people must be considered security properties to be measured. The goal of this chapter is to give insights and research trends on such topics regarding what we consider the focal driving factors of future security metrics to consider: usability, safety, economics, sustainability and fundamental rights.

A. Usability

Humans interacting with information systems tend to have similar behaviours: things that are easier to do are always preferred. That’s why usability measures how easy it is for a consumer to use a product by both considering and the user experience and the security procedures.

Security has a cost and which also influences user experience. For example, security measures like Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) or CAPTCHA can hinder the product usability [18].

Another example relies on the choice of a secure password, which usually conflicts with the usability of a product, but choosing a long and complex password is often a better choice from the security point of view. However, a complex password can be easily forgotten by the consumer and for this reason users frequently choose a simple and easily guessable one [17].

Therefore, more security usually leads on less usability and vice versa: what if it were possible to choose and tune...
the amount of usability and security to reach an optimal configuration for the consumer?

To achieve that, metrics should consider that high degree of security are not acceptable if they do not ensure a minimum level of usability, that’s why there is a need [19] to consider two main aspects of this combined Security and Usability interaction, called “usable security” and “secure usability”, to reach an effective security. These metrics should calculate the level of usability, following basic principles [18] such as representing real user behaviours and observing the interactions analyzing the data obtained. Development processes that try to provides both usability and security already exist [20], but we are trying to define a way to measure it, in particular along the development process.

In [21] authors propose a method to combine and summarize usability metrics in a standardized way, obtaining a unique score that still reaches effectiveness and efficiency. This score could drive security metrics on the evaluation of usability.

B. Safety

Safety is not a synonym of Security. While safety aims at protecting life, health and natural environment from any damage that systems may cause, the main goal of security is to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information in the system, threatened by malicious parties [22]. Therefore, secure system do not necessarily need to be safe, and vice versa. For this reason there is a need to measure both aspects. Security and Safety must be considered two side of the same story, especially because they can affect each other. Security algorithms might add crucial delay to the system making it unsafe by slowing the reaction time [23] while some safety procedure could choose to skip some security procedures to grant responsiveness [24].

We argue that there should be a way to estimate the degree of degradation of the safety of a system when security mechanisms are introduced in it. This lead to another constraint to consider: is safety compromised, and how much, by some security mechanism?

C. The social side

CPS use technologies such as cloud computing or IoT devices that increase the attack surface. However, cybersecurity is not only a digital problem, but it also depends on human interactions which are usually referred to as the “weakest link” [25]. Therefore, we argue that to change radically the way we evaluate the security of systems the real world consumers interactions must be taken into consideration.

Recent cyber-attacks tend to have multi-step approaches where at least one of the phase use social engineering, taking advantage of those “human vulnerabilities” [26]. Metrics that consider only the technical part are not enough [27] since the attackers dynamically adapt the strategy based on the situation. We argue that the economic costs and earnings coupled with the motivations that lead the attacker to pursue a cyberattack are focal properties to take into account to elaborate accurate security analysis.

LeMay et al. [28] propose a state-based model of a system and the adversary representation which considers adversary attack preferences to mimic the strategy and look ahead on the next most promising move for the attacker. The move estimate costs, payoff and probability of detection. In this approach, the model can show the difference in time between attacks made by different types of adversary (APT, nation-state, lone hackers and even employees or administrators).

An example of index that metrics could use is shown in [29], in which risk-analysis and game theory is used to predict if some targets could be really taken into account in attacks.

D. Sustainability

Information systems are central to the operation of most sectors of industrial society [30] and there is an interplay between security decision and energy consumption [31]. The relation between the two requires complex evaluations, e.g.; can a complex defensive strategy, which is apparently resource-costly, be so effective at thwarting attacks as to minimize consumed resources?

Nowadays, sustainability should be a driving force of any decision and many sectors of society will need to rethink their modes of operation, including cybersecurity.

E. Smart cities

CPS are at the center of current research about sustainable IT systems, and a example are Smart Cities: they are based on IoT devices and represents the use of information and communication technology to sense, analyze and integrate the key information of core systems in running cities [32]. They could help in the construction of Smart Transportation systems, Smart Tourism and Smart Urban Management.

In the past 5 years, 2 billion people moved in urban areas and we reached almost the 80% of the world’s total energy consumption just with cities themselves [33]. Taking China as an example, the household energy consumption in urban areas
Fig. 3. Changes of urban and rural population shares from 1950 to 2010 and projected until 2050.}

is always greater than the ones in rural areas, in every region [34].

Smart cities use a management model which mainly focuses on improving urban planning processes to continuously evaluate the resources available. They use data-driven planning in order to provide to his consumers and citizens, an adequate level of quality of life.

This way, smart cities are placed in a strategic position where a lot of energy is used and the “smart component” makes possible to manage resources in efficient way, avoiding wastes, having a central role in the sustainable process.

Smart cities brought big paybacks to users, who are concerned about the privacy of their data. With all of the data that this technology uses, they are also targeted by criminals and prone to be attacked [35], [36], so countermeasures need to be taken.

Cyberattacks on transportation or smart grid systems could stop cities, and even more [37]. This would have a negative impact on sustainability blocking the smart management of resources and services.

As always, deploying security mechanisms comes with a cost: enforcing a countermeasure could be energy-consuming and for this reason the right compromise between consumption and security should be met. Approaches like Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) could be very energy-demanding in memory and cpu consumption [38]. Some works were designed with the goal of making them more efficient, modeling their resource consumption, changing configuration and testing how the system behaves, especially for mobile systems. [39]. With security metrics that take into account the performance metrics [24], we can module the overhead of security depending on the impact on consumption, giving the possibility to manufacturers and consumers to take more sustainable decisions.

F. A sustainable cybersecurity ecosystem

We argue that cybersecurity is intertwined with sustainability. They influence each other and because of that they should always be considered together everytime. Malicious online activities are constantly increasing and are among the most dangerous [40]. To stop them, a sustainable cybersecurity ecosystem is crucial in terms of saving and securing organizations from being exploited or suffer data breaches, which often afflicts consumers all over the world [41]. To build this ecosystems, the metrics that we are seeking are essential because they can shows a well evaluated trade-off between the security level and the resource consumption. Those metrics could evaluate the use of emerging technologies like IoT and blockchain, that could bring new sustainable cybersecurity approaches needed in this ecosystem. Some examples related to the blockchain technology [42] are:

- **Authenticating critical data** that is stored in a decentralized way.
- **Secure data storage**, by keeping cloud data intact and tamper proof with the use of list of hashes that allows secured and verified data extraction and exchange.
- **Use of absolute records of DNS** via encrypted and secured techniques addressing the concerns that led to the slow adoption of DNSSEC. [blockchain backed DNSSEC]
- **Keyless signature infrastructures**, taking advantage from the timestamp in blockchain, avoid key disclosure, update and revocation.

We have to keep in mind that usually the blockchain introduces intensive computations, especially the ones that reach consensus via the Proof of Work methodology. Different strategies, like Proof of stake and more sustainable alternatives [43] are already being studied to counteract this problem.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In a technology-dependent world, cybersecurity concerns have attracted ever-increasing interest from companies, regulatory bodies, end-users and consumers. The awareness in this field increases every day, especially in respect to the victims of cyber attacks. In fact, Europe is taking the challenging road to establish a cybersecurity certification framework, that will require standardized metrics to evaluate systems. Since cybersecurity is not only a digital problem but involves also the physical and social world, the metrics that will be chosen and created need to meet heterogeneous requirements.

CPS mix effects on personal and social risks, involving any kind of life aspects. For this reason usability, safety, social implications and sustainability should be the driving factors to be considered when evaluating the security of systems. A strong analysis of existing solutions and problems should drive deeper researches in this fields, opening the door to cross-cutting contributions for cybersecurity.